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For these purposes, these terms will have the following meanings: (i) “Titleholder” or
“Promoter”: means “Make Pro, S.A. de C.V.” (a subsidiary of Corporación Interamericana de
Entretenimiento, S.A.B. de C.V.), located at Avenida del Conscripto 311 Acceso 4,
Caballeriza 6 D-105, Lomas de Sotelo, Alcaldía Miguel Hidalgo, 11200,Mexico City and Tax
ID MPR960118QW9; (ii) “VBC”: means “Venta de Boletos por Computadora, S.A. de
C.V.”, located at Independencia No. 90, Colonia Centro C.P. 06050 Delegación Cuauhtémoc,
México, D.F. and TAX ID VBC910617SR1; (iii) the “Property”: means “Autódromo
Hermanos Rodríguez” in Mexico City; (iv) the Event: means the event described in the front
of the Ticket; (v) Beneficiary: means any person who uses this Ticket; (vi) FOWC: means
“FORMULA ONE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP LIMITED”; (vii) the Law means the
applicable federal or local legislation in force and effect; and (viii) Affiliate means, in
relation to any entity, its subsidiary undertakings, its holding company or holding companies
and other subsidiary undertakings of each of its holdings companies and/or ultimate owners .
This Ticket is not subject to change or replacement; it is non-transferable and allows access
only to the specified Event. The Beneficiary must have the Ticket at all times when inside the
Property, must occupy only the seat, section or area indicated therein; must show it if
required by the Promoter or its representatives; must refrain from engaging in violent
behavior against the spectators or participants at the Event and must comply with the
obligations established by Law. The Promoter reserves the right to deny access or to remove
from the premises any person who fails to comply with conditions set forth in this Ticket or
with the operation or security rules of the Event, as well as any person who engages in
aggressive behavior or induces others to disorderly conduct, which will not be cause for
reimbursement of any kind. The operator of the Property, the Promoter, VBC, Formula One
World Championship Limited (FOWC) (or their Affiliates) are not responsible for any tickets
that are purchased through means that are unauthorized or in resale. The date of the Event
may be subject to change. In case of postponing the Event, this Ticket may be used on a
substitute date, if the Event doesn’t have a defined date, requests for refunds will not be
accepted until the new event date is confirmed. In case of cancelation of the Event, the
nominal value of this Ticket, if applicable, will be returned upon submission at the place
where they were purchased forty-eight hours after the corresponding notice. No Ticket for the
Event may be (i) sold or offered for sale for any form of consideration, except by the
Promoter, or its authorized distributors or (ii) used for publicity, advertising or commercial
purposes including (but not limited to) contests, sweepstakes or raffles or included in product
packages (which shall include hospitality), without the prior consent in writing from the
Promoter and/or FOWC and subsequently must comply with the applicable law and these
terms and conditions in any case. “All Rights Reserved” applies to any data, images or
sounds that are represented or generated in or by the Event; therefore, it is strictly forbidden
to create, store or record, reproduce, publish, edit, set, communicate, transmit, broadcast,
distribute, disclose or use in any supporting way or by any means (whether physically or
electronically) any data, images and sounds caused or generated at or by the Event, including
without limitation the logos and trademarks of F1 (MR) FORMULA 1 (MR), FIA (MR), FORMULA

ONE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP (MR), GRAN PREMIO DE MEXICO (MR), or other
trademarks or logos used at the Event, designs, official times, results, performance, telemetry,
weather or with respect to the control of the race data or, in or in connection with the Event.
Therefore, it is strictly forbidden to bring into the Property any equipment that allows any of
the aforementioned actions to be taken. Drones may not be brought into or operated from or
within the Property by the Beneficiary under any circumstances. Personal electronic devices
(including cameras with fixed images, mobile phones and other similar personal
communication devices that are handheld and not professional) are allowed inside the
Property unless otherwise indicated; however, any image, sound or data recorded therein will
be used solely and exclusively for personal, private purposes and not for public, commercial
or promotional purposes. The Beneficiary of this Ticket recognizes and accepts that (a) the
use of any reproduction, edition or recording in physical or electronic means of images, data
or sounds caused or generated at or by the Event for any other purpose not permitted
according to the preceding terms or without the prior consent in writing from FOWC is
strictly forbidden and constitutes a breach of the conditions established in this Ticket and in
the Law, which is the responsibility of the Beneficiary and the buyer of the Ticket; (b) on
request by the Promoter or FOWC, the Beneficiary of this Ticket must assign to FOWC in a
manner that is irrevocable, unlimited and in writing, any copyrights or intellectual property
rights to any sound, image or data generated at the Event; and (c) the Beneficiary of this
Ticket hereby grants his/her explicit consent for the use, disclosure or modification by FOWC
(and any by any third party authorized by FOWC at any moment) with respect to the images,
sounds or data generated at or by the Event as well as for its reproduction, publication,
edition, setting, communication, transmission, distribution, disclosure or use for any purpose
determined at its own discretion by FOWC, in any part of the world. The image or
photograph that might be taken of the Beneficiary attending to the Event will be understood
to be comprehensive and taken at a public location. Consequently, the Beneficiary expressly
authorizes the use, disclosure, change and publication of his/her photograph by FOWC (and
any by any third party authorized by FOWC at any moment) in any part of the world for any
purpose determined by FOWC, at its sole discretion. Therefore, the Beneficiary of this Ticket
hereby expressly waives any revocation right granted by Law. The Beneficiary of this Ticket
expressly recognizes that car races, the Event and certain activities related or included in the
Event (including, without limitation any additional or supporting events) are considered high
risk; therefore, the Beneficiary recognizes his/her intention to participate as a spectator at
his/her own risk. The Promoter, the Titleholder of the Property, VBC, the authorities,
Federation Internationale de L´Automobile, FOWC and its Affiliates, including without
limitation Formula One Management Limited, Formula One Licensing, B.V., Formula One
Asset Management Limited, , Formula One Hospitality and Event Services Limited, Formula
One Marketing Limited, Formula Motorsport Limited, as well as any other person
participating in the organization of the Event (including directors, officials, rescue and
medical personnel), competitors and drivers (parties also include the directors, officers,
employees, representatives, agents, contractors, and Affiliates) are not liable for any loss or
damage caused to the Beneficiary of this Ticket or to his/her property, unless expressly and
irrevocably established by the Law. In the case of rights that are subject to waiver under the
Law, it will be understood that the Beneficiary of this Ticket expressly waives the applicable
terms. The detail of the conditions described in this Ticket, are available online at
https://www.mexicogp.mx/legales-ticketmaster/’The F1 FORMULA 1 Logo, F1, FORMULA
1, FIA FORMULA ONE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP, GRAN PREMIO DE MEXICO and
related marks are trade marks of Formula One Licensing BV, a Formula One group company.
All rights reserved. The use of this Ticket implies the express acceptance of the terms and
conditions established herein. Request your invoice in any of the following means: at point of

sale, at the telephone +5255-51707072, at facturaciontm@ticketmaster.com.mx, or at
www.ticketmaster.com.mx/ facturacion. File claim with PRODECON and/or SAT. To
provide you with a better service, you have 5 days after the purchase of the ticket to request
your digital tax receipt.

